Abstract-Cyclic codes are very attractive for error detection because of their low cost encoding and decoding circuits, and because of their high guaranteed minimum distance, but they suifer from very poor protection when word frame synchronization is lost. This note suggests starting the encoder and decoder circuits in an essentially random state, instead of the usual all-zero state. Under this condition of operation it is shown that the undetected error rate against synchronization loss is 2-2 where p is the number of parity check bits.
I. INTRODUCTION
As noted by Bennett and Davey [l, p. 2971, cyclic codes offer very poor prot,ection against loss of synchronization. However, because of their low complexity encoding and decoding circuitry, and because of their high guaranteed minimum distance, they are frequently used. Additional protection for det,ecting synchronization loss is then required.
I n all that follows, we assume that the cyclic code of interest is systematic; that it has k information bits, u = u1,u2,...,Uk, and p parity bits, for a total blocklength of n = k + p ; that the generator polynomial of the cyclic code [5, pp. 221-2231 is g ( D ) ; and that the . p-stage encoding [5, p. 2251 circuit is used. It should be emphasized that in this note we are concerned only with error detection, as opposed to error correction.
First, .let us see why cyclic codes offer such poor protection against loss of synchronization. By definition, a cyclic code is one in which any cyclic shift of a codeword is yet another codeword. That is, if x = x~, x~, x~, * * ~,,zn-1, xn is a codeword, so is x2,x3, .,xn-l,xn,xl. NOW suppose that timing is retarded by 1 bit (synch loss equals + l ) .
Assuming no transmission errors occur, we thus think x2,xa, ---,xn are the first n -1 transmitted bits. The last bit is due to random channel noise and is denoted by G for garbage. Our supposed codeword is thus X~, X S , ---, x~-~, x~, G . I f G = XI (which occurs 50 percent of the time), then the received sequence is a codeword and the error detection circuitry indicates that the transmission was good. A similar argument shows that synch loss of fm, with no additive transmission errors, causes an undetected error rate of 2 3 . Since we are frequently designing for undetected error rates in the range to 10-12, synch loss can become the dominant problem, even if it occurs as rarely as one time in 106. Bennett and Davey suggest a simple method for alleviating this shortcoming of cyclic codes. By inverting the parity bits prior to transmission, the cyclic nature of the code is destroyed. If synch is maintained, this does not affect the error control capabilities since the receiver reinverb the received parity checks to produce the original cyclic code. If, however, synch loss is +1, then the receiver's inversion produces x2 + e2, x3 + e3, --., Xk finds conditions under which modified cyclic codes will be able to detect a combination of syncli loss up to f r and additional errors provided they number less than d . However, as with most error detection systems, guaranteed performance is frequently much inferior to actual performance.
This note shows that by starting the encoder and decoder in the same, but random, initial state the probability of synch loss going undetected is 2-9, where p is the number of parity bits.
RANDOM COSET CODES
Letting p = n -k denote the number of parity check bits, 2-+ is the fract.ion of received sequences which are codewords. Therefore, on a totally noisy channel the undetected error rate is less than 2-+ [4]. Since 2-+ is quite small for reasonable value of p and, as we shall show, random coset codes make synch loss look like a totally noisy channel, such codes are attractive for detecting loss of synchronization.
A random coset code is one in which a randomly chosen binary sequence r = rl,r2,. --,rn is added to each codeword in the cyclic code.
The receiver subtracts off r to regain the cyclic code when synchroni- ' can be shown to be random.
Since the receiver sees the codeword x2,x3, ---,xn,xl plus a totally noisy sequence, the probability that this synch loss goes undetected is 2-+. Similar reasoning shows that this error rate is obtained when there are transmission errors and when sync,h loss takes on any nonzero value. This 2-+ undetected error rate is an average over the 2" values for Y. Using the usual reasoning, this implies that there must be at least one value of r which has an error rate of less than 2-+, and that 99 percent of the values of r have error rates of at most 100 (2-p). But there are clearly certain choices, such as r = 0, which should be avoided. So should any choice which allows a small synch loss and a single additive error to go undetected. For example, if r has 1's in its last p positions, but 0's in its first k = n -p positions, we merely invert the parity checks as suggested by Bennett and Davey. However, the above reasoning coupled with simulation, allows designs of this type to be used with confidence. A similar statement applies to the random coding arguments which follow.
Note that the encoder and decoder circuits are the same as those for the original cyclic code, except for the addition of n bits of memory to store r. There are several techniques which can be used to reduce this additional hardware complexity, but care must be exercised. For example, using a pseudorandom, as opposed to a truly random, sequence for r may yield very different performance. In particular, if a maximal length shift register sequence (MLSRS) is used for r, then r is a codeword in a new cyclic code (the MLSRS code). It is possible for the MLSRS code to be a subset of the original cyclic code. I n this case the "coset code" generated by the addition of r is the original cyclic code, and no protection against synch loss has been added. We summarize two more useful techniques in the following theorems.
Theorem 1 : Any coset code can be obtained by adding a p bit sequence to the parity bits of the cyclic codeword while leaving the information bits unchanged. Further, if the p bit sequence is chosen randomly, then the undetected error rate is 2-9 when synchronization is lost.
Theorem 8: Any coset code can be obtained by starting the encoder in a nonzero initial state. If the initial state is chosen at random, then the undetected error rate is 2-p when synchronization is lost. We assume that'the encoder is the p-stage encoder shown in Fig. 1 , and whose operation is described in detail in Gallager [5, p. 2251.
Remark: Theorem 1 demonstrates that the additional hardware can be reduced to a p bit memory. Theorem 2 shows that alternatively, no additional hardware is needed if a suitable means exists for driving the encoder circuit to some nonzero state prior to encoding the first information bit. Of course the decoder must be driven to the same nonzero state prior to reception of the first information bit.
Proof of Theorem 1 : It is easily seen that two values of r whose mod-two sum is a codeword in the cyclic code generate the same coset code. Therefore, if r (D) 3 r1D"-l + r2Dn--2 + --* + r,, it is of degree p -1 and corresponds to adding zeroes to the information bits and a generally nonzero sequence to the parity bits. We thus see that there are only 28 distinct coset codes, one for each value of r' (D). If all 2" values of r are equally likely, we know that synch loss goes undetected with probability 2-p even if there are additional, additive errors. It is easily shown that this distribution induces a uniform distribution on all 2p values for r'(D). Therefore, choosing r'(D) at random also causes an undetected error rate of 2-p in the presence of synch loss.
Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 2:
The encoder is shown in Fig. 1 . At times j = 1,2,. --, k , thejth information bit uj is clocked in and the state of the circuit s ( j ) changes according to the equation . Abstract-This paper presents simple and general lower bounds for error rates in digital communication systems. The information bearing signal is taken to be impaired by additive interference and carrier phase jitter. The former is taken to be composed of two components; one component is peak-limited while the other is not. Intersymbol and cochannel interference are examples of peak-limited interference while additive thermal noise is an example of a nonpeak-limited interference. The novelty of the paper is in the generality of the results and in obtaining a simple error bound for transmission in the presence of cochannel interference and carrier phase jitter.
I. INTRODUCTION
Obtaining upper and lower bounds for system error rate is now an established research area in digital communications [l] . In the past these bounds have been obt'ained in the presence of interysmbo1 interference and additive thermal noise In addition, upper bounds have recently been presented taking into account additive sinusoidal interference and thermal noise [SI, [SI. (Sinusoidal interference is the aggregate of a number of randomly phased sinusoids in the system passband; as such it models both cochannel and adjacent channel interference). All of the studies noted above neglected the effects of carrier phase jitter on the system error rate.
In this work lower bounds on error rate are presented for three types of interference; peak-limited, nonpeak-limited and carrier phase jitter. Intersymbol and sinusoidal interference are representative of peak-limited interference while thermal noise is not peak-limited.
